I. INTRODUCTION
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sures one Cartesian component of the incident underwater acoustic wavefield's three-dimensional (3-D) acoustic particle velocity vector, whereas a pressure hydrophone samples the acoustic pressure as a scalar. Velocity hydrophone technology has been available for some time [1] and represents the subject of recently renewed interest [2] , [28] . Many different types of velocity hydrophones are available [2] , [28] and have been constructed using a variety of technologies, with designs ranging from mechanically based [5] to optically based [6] to derivative based [18] . The velocity hydrophone's recognition of the vector-field nature of the underwater acoustic wavefield distinguishes this method from more customary pressure hydrophone methods treating the underwater acoustic wavefield as merely a scalar intensity-field. From another perspective, a velocity hydrophone array exploits the directional diversity amongst the impinging sources more completely than the discrete-time spatio-temporal FIR filtering approach of a pressure hydrophone array, where the signals' directional diversity is encapsulated only in the spatial phase-factors among spatially displaced pressure hydrophones. The inherent directivity of velocity hydrophones allows simultaneous estimation of both the azimuth and the elevation arrival angles with only a one-dimensional (1-D) (linear) array of diversely oriented velocity hydrophones. D'Spain et al. [8] , [11] have built and sea-tested arrays of co-located groups of velocity hydrophones and pressure hydrophones. Nehorai and Paldi [18] have derived the performance bounds and identifiability and uniqueness issues for "vector hydrophone" triads, each of which consisting of three orthogonally oriented and colocated velocity hydrophones. Nehorai and Paldi [18] have also investigated in great details a 3-D array of diversely oriented velocity hydrophones, each occupying a distinct but arbitrary location in the array. Hawkes and Nehorai derived the Cramér-Rao bound for such an array and studied the tradeoff between the velocity hydrophone's built-in directivity and its inherently lower SNR.
B. Arbitrarily Oriented Velocity Hydrophones
This proposed angle-of-arrival estimation scheme allows complete arbitrary orientation for each of the velocity hydrophones in the array. This diverse orientation is assumed to be known and time-invariant but needs to be neither orthogonal nor identical at the array's various grid points. This orientational flexibility contrasts with the more rigid orthogonal 1053-587X/99$10.00 © 1999 IEEE orientation requirements in direction finding algorithms [8] , [11] , [16] , [18] , [20] - [26] , [30] , [31] , [34] that require the array's constituent velocity hydrophones to be grouped into "vector hydrophone" triads, each of which consisting of three orthogonally oriented and co-located velocity hydrophones. Instead, this present scheme allows any number of (one, two, or more 2 ) co-located and diversely oriented velocity hydrophones and/or a pressure hydrophone at each array grid point, and the number and orientations of velocity hydrophones may vary from grid position to grid position in some known manner. The "vector hydrophones" of D'Spain et al. [8] , [11] , Shchurov et al. [16] , Nehorai and Paldi [18] , Hawkes and Nehorai [20] , [21] , [26] , [33] , Wong and Zoltowski [22] , [23] , [25] , [27] , [30] , [31] , Hochwald and Nehorai [24] , and Wong [34] thus represent a special case of the more general array configuration accommodated by the present algorithm.
In the present scheme, the data outputs from all hydrophones in a co-located group are to be added (through certain summing weights) prior to further signal processing. Each co-located group thus functions as a single sensor, whose spatial response is shaped by the choice of summing weights. It would be possible to tailor these weights, either in a predetermined or adaptive manner, for specific signal/interference spatial beamforming scenarios, as was accomplished by Cox and Zeskind [13] . This summing of data within each co-located group also reduces computational complexity but potentially at the expense of performance.
C. Root-MUSIC-Based Direction Finding (Multiple Signal Classification) [3]
A highly popular eigenstructure-based suboptimal parameter estimation method has partly supplanted the optimal and more traditional maximum likelihood (ML) approach because MUSIC is computationally more efficient and offers estimation performance comparable with that of ML methods in low SNR or few snapshot situations. MUSIC is eigenstructure based in that it forms a null spectrum with the noise-subspace eigenvectors of the data correlation matrix and then searches iteratively for nulls in this spectrum. MUSIC, in this spectral form, needs to perform a computationally expensive -dimensional iterative search for extrema of a highly nonlinear scalar function to estimate the parameters of all incident sources. Whether this iteration converges to the global (rather than local) optimum and the speed of convergence depend on the availability of initial parameter estimates close to the actual global optimum.
In contrast, Root-MUSIC [4] , which is a variant of spectral MUSIC and applicable to a linear array of uniformly spaced identical sensors, exploits the Vandermonde structure in such arrays and substitutes a polynomial rooting procedure for spectral MUSIC's more costly iterative search, as various computationally efficient schemes have been proposed to root a polynomial [19] . Root-MUSIC needs no a priori initial parameter estimates to start of the iteration. Root-MUSIC also produces more accurate asymptotic estimates than spectral MUSIC because Root-MUSIC is unaffected by radial estima- 2 Or none, if the resulting array manifold remains unambiguous. tion errors on the complex -plane [7] . There exist other noise subspace parameter estimation methods (such as the Pisarenko method, the eigenvector method, and the minimum norm method) that differ from MUSIC only in what "sub-subspace" of the noise-subspace they each use [29] . Polynomial forms of these other methods may be analogously constructed and have advantages similar to those offered by Root-MUSIC over spectral MUSIC.
A 1-D Root-MUSIC-based underwater acoustic direction finding and ranging algorithm has previously been developed by Weiss and Friedlander [15] using an array of pressure hydrophones. This proposed method will instead adopt the Root-MUSIC algorithm to the more complicated case of an array of diversely oriented velocity hydrophones, where the velocity hydrophones' diverse orientation destroys the Vandermonde structure that exists in the uniform linear array of identical omni-directional pressure hydrophones of [15] .
D. Problems with Adapting Root-MUSIC to Array of Arbitrarily Oriented Velocity Hydrophones
A uniformly spaced linear array of identical sensors aligned along the -axis is characterized by the simple Vandermonde-structured array manifold
where the elevation and azimuth angles affect the array manifold only through the phase factor . Each element in embodies a power of the phase factor . This permits the use of polynomial rooting to estimate the nulls in the null spectrum , where the columns of span the null space of the data correlation matrix, signifies the conjugate transpose operation and denotes the Frobenius norm. However, the arbitrary orientation of the velocity hydrophones complicates this simple Vandermonde structure. The array manifold of an array of diversely oriented velocity hydrophones is influenced by the variable sensor response from each constituent velocity hydrophone to the impinging wavefield, in addition to the spatial phase delays among the spatially displaced velocity hydrophones and/or pressure hydrophones
where for , in general. That is, the dependence on in the array manifold of diversely oriented velocity hydrophones exists through not only but as well. The resulting array manifold no longer explicitly exhibits the Vandermonde structure, on which the applicability of Root-MUSIC depends. It might thus appear that the use of such diversely oriented velocity hydrophones would necessitate a reversion to the computationally expensive iterative method of spectral MUSIC. One primary contribution of the present work lies in the ingenious mathematical manipulation allowing the use of polynomial rooting without an explicit Vandermonde structure in the array manifold.
II. MATHEMATICAL DATA MODEL
This paper considers scenarios involving multiple uncorrelated narrowband underwater acoustic plane-waves that, having traveled from the far-field through a homogeneous isotropic medium, impinge upon an L-shaped array with grid positions uniformly spaced at not more than a half wavelength along the -axis and grid positions uniformly spaced along the -axis. At each individual grid position, there may lie zero or one or more co-located and diversely oriented velocity hydrophones and/or pressure hydrophones. The number and orientations of the velocity hydrophones may vary from grid position to position in some known manner.
A. Data Model for an Arbitrarily Oriented Velocity-Hydrophone
An underwater acoustic point source would produce the acoustic particle velocity vector [18] (3) where denotes the th source's elevation angle measured from the vertical -axis, and denotes the th source's azimuth angle measured from the positive -axis. The th velocity hydrophone, if aligned along the -axis, would produce the scalar response (4) and similarly if aligned along the -or the -axis.
For any arbitrarily oriented set of Cartesian coordinates , there always exists relating to another Cartesian coordinate system of "cardinal" orientation through the following twostep operation: 1) a rotation about the -axis and then 2) a rotation about the newly constructed -axis. [Note that the order of these two steps are not commutable. in itself does not uniquely relate to ]. An incident signal from would thus be identified as arriving from , where
If , then , and , as expected.
If the th velocity hydrophone is aligned along an arbitrary axis 3 , then the velocity hydrophone scalar response equals (6) , shown at the bottom of the page, where denotes a 3 1 row vector. Without loss of generality, assume that there exist diversely oriented velocity hydrophones co-located at the th array grid, and the scalar response from the th (where ) velocity hydrophone is weighted by the complex coefficient , whereas the optional pressure hydrophone at this th array grid is weighted by . Suppose that these are then summed to produce one overall scalar response at this th array grid point . . . . . .
where embodies a 1 4 row vector.
are assumed to be preset and known. The superscript will be added to the above notations when referring to the -axis leg of the L-shaped array, and the superscript will be attached for the -axis leg. A MUSIC-based iterative algorithm that determines these weights adaptively for a (possibly) irregularly spaced array of velocity hydrophone triads (called vector hydrophones) is presented in [31] .
B. Data Model for L-Shaped ULA of Arbitrarily Oriented Velocity Hydrophones
Assume that number of uncorrelated narrowband 4 planewaves impinge upon the array. The data 3 To avoid dealing directly with the nonrectilinear motion measured by a vertical and a horizontal velocity hydrophone pair, the velocity hydrophones may be arranged to lie only on the (x; y; 0)-plane. The cardioid [13] is formed using two orthogonally and horizontally oriented velocity hydrophones co-located with a pressure hydrophone. 4 These incident signals are narrowband in that their bandwidths are very small compared with the inverse of the wavefronts' transit time across the array. The case involving broadband signals may be reduced to a set of narrowband problems via the use of a comb of narrowband filters. (6) vector produced by the L-shaped array 5 at time equals (8) where equals the signals' wavelength, denotes their propagation speed, represents the th signal's uniformlydistributed random carrier phase, and refer, respectively, to the and the data sub-vector produced by the -axis and -axis legs, and symbolizes a vector of complex-valued zero-mean additive white noise (AWN). Furthermore (9) . . .
. . .
where represents the inter-element spacing for the -axis leg, refers to the -axis leg velocity/pressure hydrophones' preset summing weights, and similarly for and . With a total of snapshots taken at , the present direction finding problem 6 is to determine all 5 Hua et al. [9] has determined that the L-shaped array geometry offers significantly better estimation performance than the cross-shaped geometry. 6 Although the proposed algorithm is developed below in the batch processing mode, real-time adaptive implementations of this present algorithm may be readily realized for nonstationary environments using fast recursive eigendecomposition updating methods, such as that in [17] .
from the data set where denotes the data samples collected at the -axis leg, and refers to the data set produced by the -axis leg of the L-shaped array.
III. 2-D DIRECTION FINDING WITH ARBITRARILY ORIENTED VELOCITY HYDROPHONES VIA POLYNOMIAL ROOTING

A. Eigen-Decomposition of the Data Correlation Matrix
In eigenstructure (subspace) direction-finding methods (such as MUSIC and Root-MUSIC), the overall sample correlation matrix (which embodies a maximum likelihood (ML) estimate of the true sample correlation matrix if the additive noise is Gaussian) for the entire L-shaped array is decomposed into a -dimensional signal subspace and a -dimensional noise subspace. MUSIC derives a null spectrum (or, alternately, a signal-subspace spectrum) parameterized by the direction cosines and then identifies the deepest nulls in this null spectrum (or peaks for the signalsubspace spectrum) to estimate the arrival angles. To estimate the parameters of all incident sources, MUSIC would perform an -dimensional search for extrema of the null (or signal-subspace spectrum).
Let symbolize the matrix composed of the eigenvectors corresponding to the largest eigenvalues of , and let denote the matrix composed of the remaining eigenvectors of (14) where denotes a diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries equal the largest eigenvalues, and symbolizes an diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries contains the smallest eigenvalues. thus embodies an matrix whose columns span the -dimensional noise subspace of . Eigendecomposition performed for data collected at only the -axis leg would produce (15) where denotes a diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries equal the largest eigenvalues of , and symbolizes an diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries contains the smallest eigenvalues. Similar entities may be defined for the -axis leg. With denoting a matrix of all zero elements and signifying a identity matrix but the columns of (18) span only a subspace of the column space of . Thus, only one eigendecomposition needs to be performed for the two polynomial rooting procedures (one for the -axis leg and one for the -axis leg).
B. Application of MUSIC to a Velocity-Hydrophone ULA
Invoking the MUSIC algorithm [3] , the arrival angles can be estimated as (19) where the superscript denotes an estimate, the superscript denotes the conjugate transposition, and denotes the Frobenius norm. The minimization in (19) involves computationally expensive iterative searches for 2-D minima of a highly nonlinear scalar cost function. This iterative optimization could converge to local minima instead of the global minimum.
Convergence speed and convergence to the global minimum depend on availability of a priori coarse estimates of to start off the iterative search. All these problems are avoided in Root-MUSIC by applying polynomial rooting.
C. Adaptation of Root-MUSIC to a Diversely Oriented Velocity Hydrophone ULA
To recast (19) to a mathematical form suitable for polynomial rooting (20) This and the following subsections will focus on the leg along the -axis. The mathematics for the -axis leg are similar; simply substitute the subscripts and superscripts bearing by corresponding ones signifying , as shown in (21) and (22) , shown at the bottom of the page, recalling that is determined by . Note that is in quadratic form and depends on only through . The bracketed term above embodies a real nonnegative scalar, which will be minimized to zero when is orthogonal , must lie on the unit circle of the complex plane. This is not generally true for any that happens to render both and to singularity because the roots of det and det generally are arbitrarily located all over the complex plane. Probability equals zero that some , satisfying det and det , also happens to lie on the unit circle. In other words, represents sufficient, although not necessary, condition for . There might exist a lying in the null space of a nonzero and in the null space of a nonzero ; however, such a pair of spurious roots , as compared to roots corresponding to the incident sources, is relatively unlikely to lie on or close to the unit circle of the -plane, especially under high SNR situations.
In other words, may be found by identifying the value of such that det , and plays no role in this derivation of . That is, come to affect the minimization in (19) and (21) only through the phase factor . This new insight is original to this paper and is fundamental to the successful adoption of Root-MUSIC [4] to the present diversely oriented velocity hydrophone azimuth-elevation directional-finding problem.
The following mathematical manipulation aims to express det explicitly as a polynomial in in order to apply polynomial rooting to derive . Toward this end, note that each element in the 4 4 matrix embodies a polynomial in . The th element of , may be expressed as (23) where th column of the 4 matrix defined in (10); diagonal matrix formed with as its main diagonal; column vector formed from the main diagonal of . The identity in (23) coalesces all the constant coefficients into an constant matrix sandwiched by a pair of Vandermonde-structured vectors . The coefficient for the term in the polynomial expression of det equals the sum of all elements on the th diagonal of . The indexing convention here is that the th diagonal equals the lowerleft element of the matrix , the th diagonal refers to the main diagonal, and the th diagonal equals the upper-right element. Further defining as the vector whose th entry equals the th diagonal sum of the matrix (24) Successive co-factor expansion would express as a polynomial equation. For example, when only velocity hydrophones are deployed, the determinant of (now a 3 3 matrix) may be found via the co-factor expansion (25) where represents the th element in , and signifies the submatrix formed by deleting the th row and th column of . may be related to the elements as
where signifies an th-order polynomial in , and the symbol denotes the convolution operation, whereby the coefficients of the products of two polynomials may be computed. The diversely oriented velocity hydrophone 2-D direction finding problem has thus been successfully reduced to a polynomial rooting problem; hence, computationally expensive multidimensional searches are avoided. The above development for the -axis leg should be similarly applied to the -axis leg of the -shaped array. Note that elevation angles have not been restricted to zero, nor is any particular choice of or presumed as long as and both remain full-rank. 
D. Pairing of the -Axis and -Axis Direction-Cosine Estimates
Application of the above polynomial rooting procedure to the -axis leg produces the estimates , and similarly, application of the above polynomial rooting procedure to the -axis leg produces the estimates . However, these two sets of estimates are not yet paired. A simple pairing procedure is outlined below.
The key insight is that 1) both and lie in the vector space spanned by with and similarly lying in the vector space spanned by for any and ; 2) however, and cannot both lie in the vector space spanned by . That is, there does not exist any set of complex coefficients , not all of which equal zero, that satisfy both equalities is orthogonal to all columns of under noiseless or asymptotic conditions, the fact that (29) and (30) cannot both be true implies that (31) where denotes an all-zero matrix of the appropriate size. In other words, only the correctly paired estimates would produce a set of steering vectors orthogonal to the noise subspace. Under more realistic conditions with noise and finite number of data samples, the above zero identity becomes only approximate. Based on the foregoing analysis, the estimates and are to be paired to minimize (32) over all possible permutations of . Other pairing approaches are available in the literature [32] .
E. Expressions for the Angle Estimates
The azimuth and elevation angle estimates, respectively, equal if if (33) where denotes the principal argument of the complex number in the range of to rad.
IV. SIMULATIONS
Simulation results in Figs. 1-5 demonstrate the proposed algorithm's efficacy. An L-shaped array is deployed, with 12 uniformly half-wavelength spaced but diversely oriented velocity hydrophones on the -axis leg and another 12 similarly on the -axis leg. The first, sixth, seventh, and tenth velocity hydrophones on each leg are nominally aligned along the -axis; the second, fifth, eighth, and 12th velocity hydrophones on each leg are nominally aligned along the -axis; the third, fourth, ninth, and 11th velocity hydrophones on each leg are nominally aligned along the -axis. To investigate how velocity hydrophone orientation affects direction finding performance, another velocity hydrophone array is simulated analogously to the one above but with the following [for a definition, please refer to (5)] for both legs:
This arbitrary velocity hydrophone orientation is assumed known and time-invariant, and the correctional procedure in (6) is added to the signal processing algorithm to account for these nonorthogonal orientations. Two closely spaced equalpower uncorrelated narrowband sources with random initial phases emit from and . That is, the first source has and , and the second source has and . Eighty discrete-time samples are used in each Monte Carlo simulation run. Five hundred independent Monte Carlo runs contribute to each data point on each figure. Polynomial rooting is performed by the MATLAB "root" subroutine. Additive white Gaussian noise is present, and the SNR figures are calculated relative to each signal's power. The RMS estimation standard deviation plotted in these figures is defined as the root-mean-square of the standard deviations of , and , with the RMS estimation bias similarly defined.
Figs. 1 and 2 plot the direction-cosine estimation error versus SNR for the proposed diversely oriented velocityhydrophone Root-MUSIC algorithm when the -axis direction-cosines are forced to be paired perfectly with their -axis counterparts using a priori source directional information. (Figs. 3-5 will show simulation data with pairing performed by the procedure in Section III-D) Fig. 1 plots the RMS standard deviation and the Cramér-Rao bound, whereas Fig. 2 shows the corresponding estimation bias. Estimation errors depend on the particular choice of numerical procedure to root the polynomials; thus, lower errors may be realized with the use of more sophisticated rooting numerical algorithms. The RMS standard deviation, being roughly an order of magnitude larger than the RMS bias, represents the dominant form of estimation error. Note that arbitrary nonorthogonal orientations of the velocity-hydrophones affect estimation performance only minimally when pairing correctness is not a factor. Because , the two incident sources are resolved with high probability when their RMS standard deviation and bias fall below 0.02. This means that the proposed scheme succeeds for all SNR above about 2 dB.
Figs. 3-5 plot simulation results versus SNR when the direction cosines are matched with no a priori information using the pairing algorithm in Section III-D. For the particular arbitrary nonorthogonal orientation of the velocity hydrophone in these three figures, it appears to have insignificant influence on the proposed scheme's performance for the aforementioned SNR range above 2 dB; however, a comprehensive analysis of the effects of nonorthogonal orientation is being pursued by the first author. Fig. 5 plots the percentage of the 500 Monte Carlo runs resulting in direction cosine mismatch. There exist no mismatch for SNR above 5 dB. The direction cosine pairing step is therein revealed as the major source of estimation error for moderate to low SNR. Alternate direction cosine pairing approaches [32] might offer better performance, and the first author is presently investigating that.
V. CONCLUSION
This proposed method realizes polynomial rooting for diversely oriented velocity hydrophones (in units of ones, twos, or more) and/or pressure hydrophones uniformly spaced in an L-shaped array configuration, despite the non-Vandermonde array manifold structure. [In fact, one such linear array suffices for 2-D (i.e., azimuth and elevation) direction finding due to the velocity hydrophone's inherent directivity.] This method exploits the vector nature of the impinging underwater acoustic wavefield but does not require the co-located orthogonally oriented triad subarray geometry in some prior closed-form algorithms that also exploit the wavefield's vector nature. This proposed algorithm may also be used with nonuniform nonlinear arrays via the "virtual array interpolation" method [14] . Although the proposed algorithm is developed below in the batch processing mode, real-time adaptive implementations of this present algorithm may be readily realized for nonstationary environments using fast recursive eigendecomposition updating methods, such as that in [17] . Broadband signals may also be handled by predecomposing the baseband data by a bank of comb filters, thereby transforming the broadband problem into a set of narrowband problems. An analogous algorithm for the electromagnetic medium has been developed by the present authors using diversely polarized antennas [27] . Although developed for use with Root-MUSIC, the present scheme may be straightforwardly modified for the polynomial rooting forms of the Pisarenko method, the eigenvector method, or the minimum norm method [28] . 
